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An anonymous, six page article appeared in the Philosophical Transactions for the months of March and April, 1701. This paper written in Latin was titled "Scala graduum caloris: Calorum descriptiones & signa." Several years later in 1731, this article was republished in the Abridged Edition of the Philosophical Transactions. Again no author was given, and again it was published in Latin. However, this time the title had
been translated as "Scale of the Degrees of Heat." Furthermore, the General Index of 1787 to the first seventy volumes of the Philosophical Transactions lists both publications of this article, without an author.

The "Scala graduum caloris" is of historical interest for several reasons. First, it contains a scale of the degrees of calor. Throughout the "Scala graduum caloris," the author uses the term calor interchangeably for the present meanings of "heat" and "temperature;" when this article appeared in 1701, there was not a clear distinction between the terms "heat" and "temperature." For this reason the Latin term calor has not been translated.

The scale of the degrees of calor is divided into two columns: an arithmetical scale, which could be direct readings from a thermometer, and a geometrical scale, which had some points in common with the arithmetical scale. The arithmetical scale begins with zero for the calor of water beginning to freeze and lists and describes about twenty-two degrees of calor. For example, the summer air may be as warm as six on this scale. Twelve is given for the degree of calor of the human body. Thirty-three and thirty-four are the degrees of calor of boiling water. Forty-eight degrees is the calor of melting for a mixture of equal parts of tin and bismuth, while ninety-six is the melting calor of lead. One hundred ninety-two is the calor of an ordinary coal, kitchen cooking fire. Besides these, other degrees of calor are described in the "Scala graduum caloris."

The second column of the degrees of calor is a geometrical progression. The number one in this column is given to the calor of the human body, which is twelve in the arithmetical column. Two is the calor of melting wax or twenty-four units in the first column. Three is the calor of melting for equal portions of tin and bismuth or forty-eight in the first column. Four and five represent the calors of melting lead and of a coal, kitchen fire, corresponding to ninety-six and one hundred ninety-two in the first column. Each number in this geometrical scale is twice as great as the preceding one; therefore, the second degree in this column is twice the first, the third twice the second, etc.

The methods by which these scales were determined are also of interest. For the lower degrees of calor, a theremometer employing linseed oil for the expanding fluid was utilized. The calor of water beginning to freeze was assigned the value of zero on this thermometer, and the calor of the human body assigned the value of twelve. Equal divisions were then made between zero and twelve and extended from twelve higher. The melting calor of lead was the highest degree of calor measurable by this thermometer.

Another method was needed for determining the higher degrees of calor. By noting the time taken for the pieces of different metals placed upon a glowing iron bar to harden, and for the bar and metal pieces to cool to the degree of calor of the moving air, the degrees of calor of the hardening metal pieces could be calculated. The calculations require two postulates: the first assumes that uniformly moving air carries away from a warmer body calor in proportion to the total difference in calor between it and the flowing air; the second assumes that the excess of the calor from the body would be given up in a geometrical progression, while the time of cooling is an arithmetical progression. By placing only small pieces of different metals on the glowing iron bar, the author of this paper essentially determines that the rate of cooling will remain constant—the rate of the bar cooling without metal pieces. Therefore, variations in the rate of cooling of different metals are eliminated. The author concludes by observing that because of agreement between these two methods for determining the degrees of calor, the oil thermometer is
a valid indicator of degrees of calor. The concept used in this second method for determining the degree of calor is that of Sir Isaac Newton's "Law of cooling." Moreover, Newton's "law of cooling" is traced directly to this paper, since this law does not appear in Newton's other works.

However, neither the scale nor the methods for determining calor would be of especial interest, if it were not for this connection between it and Sir Isaac Newton regarding his "Law of cooling." The "Scala graduum caloris" was published in Newton's collected works in 1744 and in 1782, although a reason for its inclusion was not offered. By 1751 George Martine in his Essays and Observations on Thermometers informs his reader of Newton's authorship of this paper but does not present a reason for doing so. However, Sir David Brewster in his Memoirs of Sir Isaac Newton of 1855 offers his version of the circumstances of publication of this article:

The only chemical paper of importance published by Sir Isaac, was read at the Royal Society on the 28th of May 1701, and printed in the Philosophical Transactions without his name, under the title Scala graduum Caloris.

The following information was obtained from the Journal Book of the Royal Society entered for 28 May 1701:

There was read a paper concerning the degrees of heat, measured by the melting of several bodies etc. The Author was ordered the thanks of the Society and it was desired it should be printed as being likely to be very useful.

Thus, the records of the Royal Society fail to substantiate Brewster's claim for Newton's authorship. Similarly, in 1703 Guillaume Amontons critically reviewed the "Scala graduum caloris" in the Memoires of the Royale Academie of Paris. Amontons failed to note its author also. The following listings of Newton's works fail to note a manuscript version of this paper: the Catalogue of the Babson Collection of Newton's works, George J. Gray's A Bibliography of the Works of Sir Isaac Newton, and the sale Catalogue of the Portsmouth Collection of the Newton Papers. And it also is not listed among the Classified Papers in the Archives of the Royal Society under Newton's name. No one seemed to be aware that Newton wrote this paper. One might even suspect that Newton did not write it, if it were not for the circumstantial evidence that follows:

Passages in two of Newton's works, the Principia and the "Queries" in the Opticks, indicate Newton's interest in heat phenomena to be similar to those held by the author of "Scala graduum caloris." In the Principia Newton gives in several passages ratios between different degrees of calor. Sometimes Newton's ratios agree with those calculated from the "Scala graduum caloris;" other times they do not. An example of agreement is that seven times the calor of the summer sun is the degree of calor of boiling water. Another similarity illustrated in the Principia is Newton's interest in theories of cooling. This "Law of cooling" is different from that normally ascribed to him in the "Scala graduum caloris." This other cooling law supposes that as globes of various sizes cool; the time taken to cool is proportional to their diameters. In both the Principia and the "Queries" in the Opticks, Newton mentions glowing iron bars. In the "Queries" he further mentions that bits of metals were placed on glowing iron bars, as did the author of the "Scala graduum caloris." Generally, in both the Opticks and in the Principia, Newton indicates interests in many more different problems involving heat phenomena, than does the author of the "Scala graduum caloris."
The most conclusive evidence supporting Newton’s authorship of the “Scala graduum caloris” is given by David Gregory, who prepared the third edition of the *Principia*. In “Memoranda of May 1694,” Gregory says that Newton claimed a glowing iron bar had the same degree of calor as the kitchen fire which warmed it. This statement is similar to one in the “Scala graduum caloris.” Gregory continued that Newton determined the calor using two methods: the time taken for a body to cool, and an oil filled thermometer. Later Gregory added a note to these “Memoranda” stating that the oil in Newton’s thermometer was either linseed or olive and that Newton determined the melting calor of the following substances: lead, tin, silver, bismuth, resin, and wax. Moreover, not only did Newton utilize similar methods to do similar things, as did the author of the “Scala graduum caloris,” but Newton was doing them or had done them eight years before the “Scala graduum caloris” was published. The concluding evidence from Gregory appeared in his “Memoranda” for 1705:
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